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Situation of Forest Fire in Catalonia

Help to Galicia and Aragon

Affected zones by the fires in 2006 image. Image obtained on the web page Fire Mapper (NASA).

What we had
Tendency compared:
21/08/2005
Nº Services
6347

21/08/2006
4504

(VA+VU+VF)

Superficie (ha) 6498

4714

Number of services (VA+VU+VF) from the
15/07 to the 21/08/06 and service larger than 2
ha.
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D
Deessccrriippttiioonn ooff tthhee ssiittuuaattiioonn
D
Drroouugghhtt eevvoolluuttiioonn ((lliivvee ffuueell aanndd llaarrggee ddeeaadd ffuueell aavvaaiillaabbiilliittyy))
The rain episode of August, between 14th and 15th, marked a clear point of inflection in the
accumulated drought evolution and in an indirect way on the number of services, especially in the
half east of Catalonia (REG, REMN, REC). In addition, these precipitations didn’t suppose a
significant reduction of this index inside the RET, RETE and in extreme south of RELL, which still
shows a raised value and it could produce behaviours with crown activity during the period of low
relative humidity (wind driven fires or in south situation).

Fig. 3. Accumulated drought (index
Drought Code) on the 21/08/06.

Fig. 4. Accumulated drought (index
Drought Code) on the 21/08/05.

Fig. 5. Accumulated rain of august
the 14 and 15.

SSeerrvviicceess eevvoolluuttiioonn ((VVA
A,, VVU
U aanndd VVFF))
The numbers of services after the rains decreased in a considerable way until achieve activity levels
lower than levels registered last season’s. This manner, only Girona marks an important activity due
to the north situation, which still gives activity on August the 7 and 8. In the others regions, it should
be considered only the lightning fires started during the episode of instability of August the 14th and
15th especially in RET and RETE.
Graph 1. Total services and by regions
according to the type of affected vegetation
during the last 15 days, from the 7th to the
st
21 of August

Graph 2. Mbs13 Forest fire services)
from the 15/04/06 to the 21/08/06,
compared with the same period in
2005/6. The years evolution are also
compared with the normal services
number (in grey, percentile 50%),
lower than normal (in blue) and
maximum (in violet) of last 5 years.
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Although the number of intervention, especially VF, was high, there was no fire with an intense
behaviour. That is due to the lack of favourable weather situation and to the rains, which
started to wet the region.
What is forecasted The end of the episode of Tramontane of these lasts weeks makes it
possible to breathe more quietly, even if these last days of wind were used to dry the few litres
of water fallen in the middle of the month.

REEM
MSS
R

Calm absolute in the area; between the rains et the lack of risk situation, fuel is not available to
support an intense fire.
What is forecasted It will necessary to be wary of east wind situation, which can appear
during this last section of the summer. While waiting, little activity of intense fires.
The last fires we had obliged us to maintained us in alert especially in the areas where there is
some risk of intense behaviour and especially if there is Mistral.
What is forecasted The end of the episode of Mistral enables us to breathe a little, even if
the wind of these last days were used to evacuate the few litres of water fallen in the middle of
the month. There is still an accumulated drought, which we should not forget.

REELLLL
R

REETT
R

The services are weak and the fire behaviour too. The rains received these last weeks make it
possible to breathe more quietly.
What is forecasted It will necessary to be wary of east wind situation, which can appear
during this last section of the summer. While waiting, little activity of intense fires.

REEC
C
R

Calm absolute in the area; without situation of West or of South persistent and with the
episode of rains, which sprinkled the region, there is no possibility for an intense behaviour of
the fire.
What is forecasted The moisture of the Sailor and the periodic rains wet dead fuel. With the
end of summer, this situation will tend to be maintained and it will see how they will act on last
heat of September.

REETTEE
R

REEM
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N
R
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G
R

B
Byy rreeggiioonnss

The rains of these lasts episodes cause a drop of the tension the state of alert, the moisture of
fuel start to be recovered with the rain and the recovery of night moisture.
What is forecasted The end of the episode of Mistral enables us to breathe a little, even if
the wind of these last days were used to evacuate the few litres of water fallen in the middle of
the month. There is still an accumulated drought, which we should not forget.
The lasts rains in the Pyrenees made it possible to humidify the fuel and to eliminate a little of
the hydrous deficit. The situation of East wind (result of the general situation of North West)
does not imply a situation of high risk.
What is forecasted The arrival of September makes it possible to hope the increase of
instability in the mountains with rains and lightings, which will soak the area, decreasing the
risk situation, excepted in case of punctual situation of east wind or strong north.

LLeevveell ooff aaccttiivviittyy
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11..-- LLaarrggeesstt FFiirreess
El Vilosell (Les Garrigues) 08/08/2006
•

Meteorology (Station de l’Espluga de Francolí
et look out 410-La Serra de la Llena):
19:49h Fire ignition: 27ºC, 43%, 22 km/h E (station)
26ºC, 28%, 11 km/h N (look out, 19:00h)
22:34h Perimeter stabilisation: 18ºC, 92%, 7 km/h E
01:44h (09/08) Perimeter controlled: 17ºC, 92%, 4
km/h W

•

Behaviour:
Fire, which was declared after an episode of instability
with lightning impacts and precipitations on the zone
(l’Espluga de Francolí: 2l). The proximity of the storm
causes winds with a component East and defines the
direction of the fire propagation, which showed (in full
and middle alignment) some torching and spots fires
at 250m but a superficial propagation in low
alignment.

•

Operations and tactical expositions:
1 – Avoid the opening of the left side by preventing
spots and their propagation to the Serra de la Llena
(14.5 ha; Sup. potential 697 ha, red polygon 1aon the
picture).
2 – Reduce the intensity of the head to avoid the
generation of spots and to slow down its advance.
3 – Attack of the right side with water lines and to
make safe the spots with manual tools.

Farming implement
Water lines
Aerial resources
Backfire
Tactical burn
Manual tools

Critical points
Principal runs
Lost of alignment

Fire going down on the left side with a superficial behavior.

Fire Fighting resources:
15 BRP
5 GRAF units
6 controls (1CR, 1CG, 2CS, 2CGRAF)
1 Water bomber airplane
3 Water bomber helicopter
1 Helicopter to command

Antorching with a middle alignment.
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22..-- LLaarrggee ffoorreesstt ffiirree iinn C
Caallaassaannzz ((H
Huueessccaa)) 1122//0088//22000066
The end of the north wind episode was characterized by the pass of a front, which produced weak
rains in Alt Empordà, final point of the extreme risk situation we had since the 3rd of august. In the
middle of the afternoon, the front made enter moderate East wind and Terres de l’Ebre was alarmed
when a fire began near Guiamets with a smoke column and spots fires to La Serra de Llaberia (left
picture).

Fire of Guiamets once the head is stopped. The column is
diffuse but very tilted. Alto cumulus indicate the presence
of East wind.

Smoke column very dense and tilted on the left side
of Calasanz fire. The head stopped in the culture in
the foreground.

At the same time we received the information that a fire in Franja (Aragon), topographic at the
beginning, had the behavior of a large fire because of the West winds.
It was asked to the Government of Aragon if they wished the presence of Catalan teams in order to
help its teams. If it continued its propagation, its entry in Catalonia would be fast and would be done
under the form of a large fire in a zone of difficult access. In the area of the head there was
practically nobody and our reinforcement would be useful. At 17:45, with the arrival of the first unit, it
was confirmed that it was a big fire and, at the whole, we sent 18 engines, 5 GRAF units, 6
commands, 4 seaplanes, 4 helicopters, one helicopter to command and the USLO (logistic unit).
With this entire device, our part was stabilized at 7:00h.
The principal conclusion that comes out of the intervention is the big difference between the tactics
of extinction. The Aragon’s system is based on the diurnal work and gives importance to the manual
tools and the creation of defence lines with bulldozer. So, the strategy proposed by the Catalan
teams, which, with many resources, attacked directly the flames all the afternoon and all the night,
both by direct attack with water and with manual tools during the night when the intensity has
considerably decreased. When the Aragon’s teams have been committed in the firsts hours of the
days, the fire was already stabilized. From there, the task was to check the perimeter with engines to
avoid recoveries.
We received thanks from the government of Aragon for the carried out work, the feeling being
common since the Community of Aragon took parts to the tasks of extinction in Catalonia, and in
particular, on Granja d’Escarp fire, Riba-Roja fire, Palma d’Ebre fire, …
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Peralta de la Sal (Huesca) 12/08/2006
•

This fire has shown that these are the kind of fire (with west
winds, type S3) that can also burn the catalan part of this
mountain range (Montsec). Between the fire and the catalan
border there was an inaccessible highly forested zone.

1a

2a

3a

Agricola's machines
Establishment en eau
Moyens aériens
Contre feu
Brûlage tactique
Outils manuels

Meteorology (no station in this area):
17:45h arrival of the 1st Catalan unit on the site:
27ºC; 15% HR et 30-35 km/h (gusts at 50 km/h)
components W/NW.
•
Behavior:
Fire that declared on Saturday morning and
propagated initially in a topographic way towards the
village of Calasanz (1st propagation). With the entry
of West wind, it changes its behaviour, fire led by
wind, with entorching and spots in 350m (2nd
propagation). At the beginning of the evening the
wind turn to N/NW (3rd propagation), but later, lose
its intensity and allowed direct attack with water line
(area burned: 2034 ha; area potential: 20.165 ha).
•
Operations and tactical expositions:
1 – Prevent that the head do not pass the N-230
(clear occasion to attack it because of the presence of
culture) and prevent its propagation to Catalunya
(Pantà de Canelles).
2 – Place resources on the two sides to prevent
that they do not open and make new runs, driven by
wind. However, considering the expected change of
direction of the night winds downward the valley of
Noguera Ribagorçana, the right side was a priority.
Fire fighting resources:
18 engines
5 GRAF units
6 Commands
4 airplanes;
4 helicopters; 1 helicopter to coordinate the aerial
resources.
Activation USLO (N-770, module CCA)

Point critique
Propagation principal
Perte d’alignement

Main fire propagation and operations. A bulldozer worked the
following day the perimeter.

Column when the fire arrived to the agricultural zone near the
road N-230.
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33..-- PPoorrttuuggaall ddeeccllaarree w
waarr ttoo tthhee ffiirree ((w
wrriitttteenn bbyy C
Caarrlleess SSaavvaallllss –– LLiissbboonn))
Portugal wants to put a term at
catastrophic forest fires that each
summer puts it on the first page of diaries
of all Europe. This year, dividing the
“star” with Galicia, was not an exception.
After a tragic August beginning, calms
returned to Portugal with the control of
the fires of the centre and the north of the
country. Close to the town of Estremoz
4.000 hectares of eucalyptus burned.
The flames also caused an ecological
Amandio Torres, Vice-president of SNBPC.
disaster in the national park of PenedaGerês, in the north of Porto. Since
January 1st, the official figures announce 134.000 ha traversed by fire in the country.
The new Portuguese executive, chaired by José Sócrates, set up various measurements
and laws which claim to plan the territory, the forest mass of the country an to improve the
coordination of the intervening groups on the fires. Second explanation to “Lo Forestalillo”
of the vice-president of the National Service of Firemen and Civil Protection (SNBPC),
engineer Amandio Torres, at the base of these actions, there is a change of design which is
at the origin of fires. Now, the problem is regarded as “socio-economic”.
The shifts in population towards the urban zones, that Portugal started to live in the 50’s,
and the reduction in industries using wood as raw material, contributed to the abandonment
of forest surfaces of the country and, consequently, to the increase in wooded surfaces.
According to the vice-president of the Portuguese firemen, in Portugal and in the countries
close occurs the opposite of what arrives in Amazonian, in particular thanks to the capacity
from recovery to the Portuguese forests after the fires. Today, 63% of the country are
covered by the forest, that means 5,5 million hectares. Consequently, the fire hazard
increases year after year. Between 2000 and 2005, 1,2 million hectares burned in Portugal,
that is to say an annual average of 212.774 hectares.
To try to solve this devastating situation the Portuguese administration traced 3 axes of
work: the regional planning, improvement of the systems of detection and fire control and a
better application of the legislation in force as for the repression of infringement against the
natural environment. The measurements envisaged in all these fields are included in the
National Plan of Defence of the Forest against Fire, approval on the last 26th of May. A plan
that implies all the administrations and the social agents related to the rural area, forest and
with the fire control.
The General direction of Forest Resources depends of the Ministry of Agriculture, is in
responsibility of coordinate all the policies of regional planning. Here, all the communes
have a share of responsibility: they must study the structure of their territory and determine
the actions required to be in rule with the law. We try, according to Torres, to apply a
directed system of management of the natural vegetation, to create zones of safety around
the inhabited zones, parks, hospital, stores and infrastructures which must be protect, and
to make a management of fuel in sectors. These measurements brackets at all the public
forest belts and one will determine the missing characteristics in the private one to respect
the law against the fires. Consequently, one fixes here the obligations for the private
individuals. The objective is that in 2012 a half million hectares are equipped with protection
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systems against fires. In the same way, it is envisaged a training scheme of the technicians
to the use of tactical fire and to prepare fire fighters of the country to the use of this
technique. In 2012, 80% must have these capacities, according to the new plan.

Fire with a great intensity and torching approaching
urbanization.

In Guardia Nacional republicana,
equivalent to the Spanish Guàrdia
Civil, reconsiders the tasks of
sensitizing of the public to make fire.
Moreover, one training scheme to
environmental education addressed to
the professors of all the levels is in
preparation. One also allots to Guàrdia
the tasks to improve the technique of
investigations into the causes of fires
and to increase his capacity to stop
and sanction those, which do not
respect the law. In this direction, we
will create a database with the
identified person like possible person
in charge for fire. It is the police effort
to which reference Amadio Torres
makes.

Finally, the Fire fighters have the responsibility to improve the system of detection and fire
fighting. The number of fire-fighters must be increase, especially in the zones at the strong
risk, the constitution of an integrated system of radio communications and installation of
patrols made by fire-fighters, volunteers and even the army. In fact, on of critics made by
the ecologist’s organizations as the time to evaluate the dramatic panorama of each
summer, was precisely to consider that it pay has a very defective system of fight, distinct
from the erroneous policy of forest management. This year was approved a National
Operational Directive which defines the protocol to be followed in the event of forest fires an
which grants to the fire-fighters the single command of the operations and device engaged
on a forest fire.
Currently, and since the 1st of July, the country entered in what is called the Charlie Phase
(risk maximum), Portugal counts 1.743 vehicles, 54 air resources and 7.762 people
involved in the fire fighting. The whole, directed by 18 Commandos Distritais de Operações
de Socorro (Management centres of rescue operations) distributed in the country, the
equivalent of control centres of each Catalan emergencies area. And, in case of an
operation of great width, the command passes in the hands of the National Centre, the
Portuguese CECAT, which is in Carnaxide, in a few kilometres from Lisbon.
For more information of forest fires in Portugal: http://incendiosflorestais.snbpc.pt
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44..-- C
Caattaallaann ffiirree ffiigghhtteerrss aanndd ffrroom
m tthhee w
whhoollee ccoouunnttrryy iinn aassssiissttaannccee ttoo G
Gaalliicciiaa
w
whhiicchh ssaaw
w tthhee w
woorrsstt w
waavvee ooff ffiirreess ooff tthheessee llaasstt yyeeaarrss..
The convoy of assistance counted 11 members of the Regió d'Emergències (RE) of Terres
de l'Ebre, 13 of the RE Tarragona, 11 of the RE Metropolitana Sud, 13 of the RE
Metropolitana Nord, 11 of the RE Lleida, 10 of theRE Girona and 11 of the RE Centre.
There were also technical staffs of Divisió Operativa (1 cartographer, 1 doctor and 11
GRAF members,).
Concerning the vehicles, the convoy was formed by 20 vehicles, supported by 2 helicopters
(a water bomber and one to command).

Vehicles’ convoy passing near Burgos.

The rural population implied in the extinction has
side of a fireman well better equipped.

Deployment of the vehicles in the zone of Avión, the 13

th

Fire fighters doing a water line.

The floristic composition and the way in which it burns are very different. In the zones
where we intervened, the principal vegetable species are 5. Pine and eucalyptus dominate
the arborescent stage, even if there are also oak and birch. Ferns eagle, gorses and
graminaceous ones compose the underwood.
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55..-- W
Whhaatt w
wee rreettaaiinn ooff tthhiiss eexxppeerriim
meenntt??
(Text written by UT GRAF with the help of different commands and fire fighters sent to Galicia).

It is obvious that to go to work in another place out of our usual territory must imply a
change in our methodology of work conditioned especially by political and sociological
factors of the zone. The expedition to Galicia by the Catalan firemen has arisen some
contrasts with the way of making in Catalonia.
The first difference with Catalonia is that in
Galicia the responsibility of the extinction of
forest fire are not fire fighters, but foresters,
the Consellería de Medio Ambiente e
Desenvolvemento Sostenible, Direcció Xeral
de Conservación de Natureza.
The fire
services are entrusted with the protection of
inhabited zones, threatened by forests fires.

Image with the multiple burning points produced during the critical episode.

The techniques of extinction and the equipment of the personnel differ much from ours.
They do not work in an assiduous way with water lines, i.e. that they lay out of some motordriven pumps helping the anchorage of perimeters or to directly tackle fronts of fire out of
alignment, with flames lower than 1m, but not long lines attacking directly different
intensities, as what we do in Catalonia. That is in relation to the thick organic layer that
covers the ground, formed by slash with needles and leaves. It is the principal factor that
explains why surface fires are so intense, why there are so many recoveries and also why a
clear anchorage is a priority for them.
Tactical burns and backfires are very current and called “contra”. They use technical fire
from forest tracks or defence lines created with the bulldozer. “Contra” can be large, both by
surface burned and by the developed intensity, and there is no problem to sacrifice surface
to get sure a perimeter is well anchored. Tactical burnings to protect villages were also
carried out by catalan firemen, as they are in many catalan fires. But there, we had an
opportunity to better see problems. Combined operations between fire and hoses missed
coordination between the carrier of torch and the water line. It’s a question of the speed of
progression of the 2 tasks.

Bulldozer opening a track, using a blade, in a wood of
birches, with trees of 15 cm.

Difference of equipment between GRAF people
and member of a local team.
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The Galicians were very used to anchor perimeters if possible on ways or roads and of
sacrificing forest mass to ensure the perimeter and to avoid recoveries. Just like the
Galicians, means from other communities were surprised by the long catalan hose lines
and with the cutting of pressure with the hands, which they make from the pump because
the low length of the water lines (2 or 3 hoses from the anchoring).
Cos de Bombers de la Generalitat is accustomed to use water line inside the forests and
that makes that the perimeter is often very irregular with many green parts near the burned
zone, which gives place to recoveries. Finally this difficult the control of the fire and
lengthens time before giving it as extinct. An important fact noticed in Galicia was the
overload exerted to the engine, very often 4 lances from the same vehicle, with many
derivations and junctions which decreases the effectiveness when all the lances would
require pressure at the same time; it will be necessary to reflect on this fact.
Here in Catalonia, little by little we increase the number of fire and flanks anchored on
tracks or ways but in Galicia we have could note that it is a sure and effective operation,
and that, as a fire service, there’s still a long path in front of us. The use of heavy machines
is, in certain type of relieves and fuel, an excellent tool at the same time to anchor the
perimeter and to withdraw and the lines earlier and to reduce the time of monitoring of fires.
A consequence not to be accustomed to work
with water lines inside forest is that in Galicia they
do not envisage the supply of water. Thus our
convoy of 7 fire engines often knew problems to
be supplied with regularity. In the zone of Avión,
the water bomber helicopters hold a 12 minutes
deadline between droppings. With regard to the
aerial resources from Galicia, one observed a
tendency to work very high, which made the
droppings less effective. On the other hand for
the planes and the helicopters incorporated in
Cos de Bombers, that was not observed.
The centre of coordination, follow up and distribution of the resources, equivalent of our
CCAT could not avoid that, when there is a great simultaneity of forest fires, the persons in
charge of the extinction tasks are overflowed. On the fires, there was always a person in
charge of the “Xunta de Galicia”, which was occupied of various units which worked but the
latter not being accustomed to work with so many resources, it was difficult for them to have
a global vision of the fire and a general strategy of attack. With the time, the lack of
intermediate commands (to be in charge of sectors) due to simultaneity, forced them with
actions for “stopping holes”, that is, they were not
anticipating fire, but went behind it.
One of the things which surprise in information
that comes from Galicia is that information
speaks only about surfaces burned and not
about the great evacuations and the damage on
the villas. The model of residential area (aldea) is
a regrouping of houses surrounded of pieces of
cereals and vegetables on a tape of 50-100m
and then the forest appears. Thus, they are
prepared to auto-protect themselves

Residential area or “aldea” where we can observe
that there is a separation between houses and forest
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An aspect observed both in the vicinity and on fires is the little presence or even the
absence of representatives of authority making an access control. This lack favoured
situations of risk and difficulties of circulation of fire engines.

In spite of the beating of the official
communication services, a great part of the
population affected by fires did not seem
worried, as if fire formed part of its culture. This
feeling reflected in the little of pressure to the
fighting resources, which makes the work
quieter and more operational. Quite to the
contrary of Catalonia and the dramatics that the
forest fires awake, the Galicians perceive them
with a surprising peace.

Being given this important fire culture, and the
Natural fire beaters made of branches, prepared
model of residential area, if fire advances, they
in the street for the arrival of the fire
make a burn in order to create a black zone
between the fire and the village, to protect
themselves. Another example of their different concept on fire, is that many perimeters, that
here in Catalonia we would only describe as stabilized, they considered them controlled.

Some of fires we saw were subsoil fires. In Catalonia, this type of fires is in high mountain
(as the fire of Tavascan of last July). The objective is then to break the continuity of the
organic layer using manual tools or heavy machine. Using water would suppose a very
great quantity of water.

Teamwork. This activity was very enriching;
everyone had the information and the planning
of the day.
Moreover, having the opportunity of working
near other units, Catalans (engines, commands,
GRAF, USLO-CCA, radio and helicopters) and
from other areas (Galicia, Saragossa, Bilbao,
Ceuta, …) supposed that all could observe how
the other units work.
Auto protection burn around Mangüeiro. 13/08/06.

To organize the operation, new radios were
distributed which made possible to work in a
direct mode. If the situation required it, several
channels were used.
Generally, the organization was good. Xunta
thanks us for the carried out work.
Vehicles’ column. BRP, GRAF, commands. One of the
objectives was the good coordination between all.
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55..-- TThhee ttrriipp ttoo G
Gaalliicciiaa oorriiggiinnaall pphhoottooss..

Group of extinction of the fire.

The catalan flag

Attempt to make a castle.

Guardia Civil controlling the traffic

